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The Pastor Speaks …..
Listen and Learn from Christ
Jesus to grow and mature…!

Following the Lord Jesus…

Is there a limit to grow and mature in our life?
The obvious answer is, “No.” We are not finished products as
human beings and our potential to bear fruit is never over once
for all. Unlike the mute living beings and non-intelligent beings,
we humans are blessed with the capacity to envision things in
future or dream about what and how we want our life to be. We
make plans to realize those dreams believing and convinced that
what we dream we can achieve and possess! It is in this process
that each one of us realizes the particular vocation God has given
us. But, do we know our vocation, recognized and accepted in
faith? Are we aware what is guiding us to live our life synced with
that vocation? Thanks to God that by and large we have come
out of that narrow understanding of vocation as a call to only
priestly and religious life. All of us are called to live up to the God-
given potential as human beings. As followers of Jesus Christ we
are called to understand our life in Him in the light of his teaching.
Committed to Jesus Christ and His vision of life, our life has to
manifest Him and the values he stood for, especially His self-
sacrificing and self-effacing way of living.

Realizing one’s vocation…

Our joy in Jesus Christ is renewed through Christmas celebrations.
In him we and our world are blessed with a saviour. God has not
only entered into our world and into our history but is also
journeying with the world and with humanity. This truth is
recognized by those who see in faith the presence and action of
Jesus Christ as true as He was physically present two thousand
years ago, “I will be with you always,” he said, “even unto the end
of time” (Mt 28:20). Not only is his presence proclaimed by the
believers, but they also strive to be in communion with this God
made human being; they journey with Him! This is the meaning
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of following Him. That is why, Christians are called “the followers
of Jesus Christ.” At Christmas time these followers tell the story
of the birth and infancy of Jesus Christ and it is narrated in so
many different ways. We should also say that the story is narrated
with great joy and it is there for others to see. In that joy there is
that un-expressed and un-articulated experience of being blessed
by this God become flesh! This is because there is in their life a
connection, a relationship, with Him! The followers of Christ see
their life as a call, a vocation, and this call/vocation is something
given. In faith it is recognized and accepted, and one strives to
live according to this call, following Jesus Christ!

Allowing Jesus to touch you…

One has to keep on learning from and about our Lord and Master,
Jesus Christ. It is by seeing Him and listening to him, and by
allowing Him to touch us and our life! This means, to spend time
in His presence and spend time with His Gospel. Here we have
to note that we and our life are always in a living context rather
an existential context. So, when we are in His presence and with
His Gospel teachings in our living context, he would certainly
speak to us. He will teach us and show us what to think and do in
the given situation in matters connected to our own personal life
and the mission entrusted to us besides matters or issues
connected with other people or the community we are with. When
we are in His presence as human beings we take with us what
we are, how we are and what we are occupied with at the given
moment in the given context. But,we have to be in His presence
by a deliberate choice. In the community celebrations we are one
among many. This in no way means to deny or undermine the
value and importance of the community celebrations. But, joining
in the community celebrations is no substitute to personally sitting
at the feet of the Lord, saying to Him, “Speak Lord, your servant
is listening;” “Teach me Lord, your servant wants to learn from
you!”

Journeying through the Liturgical Year..

We have begun the Ordinary Time of the Liturgical Year and the
daily readings for the Holy Mass are from the Letters to the
Hebrews and the Gospel according to St. Mark. The first one is
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leading us to contemplate on the mystery of Jesus Christ, His
incarnation and His Priesthood. Gospel readings lead us to
contemplate on the public life of Jesus Christ, how he went about
proclaiming the Good News of the Kingdom and how there were
varied responses: some wondered at the ‘authority with which
he preached, some criticized Him, His words and deeds, some
admired the “power of God” manifested in His works of healing
and deliverance from the evil spirits; and some accepted His call
to discipleship and followed leaving everything, including their
own family and occupation. We are made to go back in time and
also to review our life as to how we are seeing and accepting the
Lord Jesus as his followers and disciples. Each of us has to be
in a ‘one-to-one’ relationship with Him, as worshippers, as His
imitators of His ways, and as His followers/disciples. The journey
of the first disciples went through a process of slow but a gradual
and certain learning and growth. It is a growth and maturity in
their understanding of their life in and with Jesus Christ. They
went through phases doubts and questions, fears and anxieties,
and they almost totally abandoned their Lord and Master at the
time of his of suffering, crucifixion and death on the cross! This
can also happen to the best among the Christian believers and
followers of Christ in our present times.

To become good human persons…

The Holy season of Lent will commence soon. Here again, the
Lord teaches us about our following Him. He calls on us and
invites us to see the need to repent and change, and to believe
more deeply the Good News of the Kingdom! The fruit of our
journeying with the Lord in these seasons of the of the Liturgical
Year would depend, of course, on how we are personally disposed
in faith to listen and learn from Him in order to receive the saving
grace from Him! But, the call is placed before us. It is good to
see, one important dimension of our life. Our following the Lord
Jesus should make us good human beings with all the human
qualities and human values: honesty, truthfulness, gentleness,
kindness, courteous behaviour respect for others, especially
towards women, recognition of the basic rights of others, just
and fair etc. What Saint Paul enumerates as the fruits of the
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Spirit are basically human qualities that we expect from our fellow
human beings: “But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control” (Gal
5:22). We can say that our fellowship with Jesus Christ and the
Holy Spirit will have to transform our lives holistically, provided, of
course, that we try to persevere in that fellowship consciously
and consistently. Human as we are, the best among us can fail to
be with Jesus Christ in all the aspects of life and in all situations.
Liable to fall and fail, we have the need to get up and start all over
again. This is the call of the Holy Season of Lent which culminates
at Easter in the ceremony of the renewal of Baptismal promises!
This is how the continuous process of growth and maturity in
Christian life takes place. We are not, however, passive subjects in
this process. This means, we have to take responsibility for our way
of life, as followers of Jesus Christ and as members in the Church.

What are we seeking…?

Connected to the above reflections there is another important point:
“what are we seeking in and through our fellowship with Jesus
Christ?” This question was posed to the first disciples of Jesus,
“The two disciples heard him say this, and they followed Jesus.
Jesus turned, and saw them following, and said to them, “What
do you seek?” (Jn 1: 37-38a). In our own day, this point is raised by
the Lord is important and relevant. For all of us if we truly want to be
in fellowship with Our Lord Jesus and be a member of the Church,
should have a clear mind and heart about what we are seeking; Is
it eternal life? Everyday needs and desires, and daily struggles in
all kinds of situations exert so much pressure on us due to which
we are distracted from seeking higher goals. Our minds and hearts
get diverted from following Jesus Christ and His way!

To conclude: “He who says “I know him” but disobeys his
commandments is a liar, and the truth is not in him; but whoever
keeps his word, in him truly love for God is perfected. By this we
may be sure that we are in him: He who says he abides in him
ought to walk in the same way in which he walked” (1John 2:4-6).

† Prakash Mallavarapu
Archbishop of Visakhapatnam
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COMMUNICATIONS
1. Please note the change about the next Recollection Day. We

will have Recollection for the month of February at the deanery
level. May the deans of the respective deaneries make the
necessary arrangements for the same. The Diocese level
Recollection will be on Monday 3rd April in the Holy Week
with Chrism Mass in the evening.

 2. I take this occasion to express my appreciation of all those
who extended greetings and prayers on birthday. Thank you
for your love and concern! Please continue your prayers for
my complete recovery.

3. Felicitations programme in honour of His Eminence, Most
Rev. Cardinal Anthony Poola on 30th January went on well.
Since I was not well due to the heart surgery we could not
have this programme earlier than this. I thank His Eminence
for accepting my request to be with us on the evening of 30th
January as he was coming to Mariagiri Shrine in Srikakulam
Diocese for the Feast day Mass on 30th morning. He was
extremely kind to have accepted our invitation! We are glad
that the programme went on well and to the satisfaction of all
who came for the programme and I thank everyone who
extended their help and cooperation, especially, Fr. D. Bala
Showry, our Vicar general, Fr. John Prakash, our Chancellor,
Fr. Kona Jaya Raju, our procurator, and Fr. PrathapSarise,
Dean of Visakhapatnam urban deanery, Fr. Kishore, our
Secretary, for organizing the event with good planning all the
details of the programme. His Eminence, Most Rev. Cardinal
Anthony Poola was very appreciative of this compact and
simple programme.

4. Unity Octave Prayers, Jan 18th 25th:  After the Covid-19
Pandemic  this year we could resume the programme of joint
prayers along with the members of the other Chrsitian
Churches. We are glad that in different deaneries joint prayer
programmes were  conducted. We are encouraged with the
responses from Christian brethren from other Churches. We
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thank all the Deans and Fr. Raju Gongada  for  all the efforts
put in. We also thank our Christian brethren who generously
responded to our inivitation. We need to build up on this
fellowship and unity among Christian Churches guided by
FTC, Federation of Telugu Churches, the TCBC Regional
umbrella body. Thanks to one and all who cooperated and
contributed.

5. Annual; Returns Forms will be sent by post to your parish
address. All are expected to promptly attend to this important
work of sending the statistics of the calendar year, 2022. I
am hearing that the regular entries in the Baptism and other
registers are not regularly maintained by making entries
immediately after the Sacraments are administered. This will
be to the disadvantage of the faithful when they seek a
certificate and if the parish priest in office finds no entry in
the register! This is a serious lapse and this cannot excuse.

6. The parishes and institutions that are audited as the units of
the Registered bodies, The Vizagapatam Corporation or
Society should get the account books ready on time. For this,
it is good to see that the accounts are  up to date. Those
received amounts from the Procurator's office should see that
the account is submitted to the office as required with proper
bills and vouchers.

† Prakash Mallavarapu
Archbishop of Visakhapatnam

LET  US  PRAY
The Holy Father’s prayer intention:

FOR PARISHES

We pray that  parishes, placing communion at the centre, may
increasingly become communities of faith, fraternity and
welcome towards those most in need.
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HOLY MASS

HOMILY OF HIS HOLINESS

POPE FRANCIS

XXXI WORLD DAY OF THE SICK
11  February 2023

“Take care of him”
Compassion as a synodal exercise of healing

Dear brothers and sisters!

Illness is part of our human condition. Yet, if illness is experienced
in isolation and abandonment, unaccompanied by care and
compassion, it can become inhumane.

When we go on a journey with others, it is not unusual for someone
to feel sick, to have to stop because of fatigue or of some mishap
along the way. It is precisely in such moments that we see how we
are walking together: whether we are truly companions on the
journey, or merely individuals on the same path, looking after our
own interests and leaving others to “make do”. For this reason, on
the thirty-first World Day of the Sick, as the whole Church journeys
along the synodal path, I invite all of us to reflect on the fact that it
is especially through the experience of vulnerability and illness
that we can learn to walk together according to the style of God,
which is closeness, compassion, and tenderness.

In the Book of the Prophet Ezekiel, the Lord speaks these words
that represent one of the high points of God’s Revelation: “I myself
will be the shepherd of my sheep, and I will make them lie down,
says the Lord God.. I will seek the lost, and I will bring back the
strayed, and I will bind up the injured, and I will strengthen the
weak […] I will feed them with justice” (34:15-16).

Experiences of bewilderment, sickness, and weakness are part of
the human journey. Far from excluding us from God’s people, they
bring us to the centre of the Lord’s attention, for he is our Father
and does not want to lose even one of his children along the way.
Let us learn from him, then, how to be a community that truly walks
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together, capable of resisting the throwaway culture. The Encyclical
Fratelli Tutti encourages us to read anew the parable of the Good
Samaritan, which I chose in order to illustrate how we can move
from the “dark clouds” of a closed world to “envisaging and
engendering an open world” (cf. No. 56). There is a profound link
between this parable of Jesus and the many ways in which fraternity
is denied in today’s world. In particular, the fact that the man, beaten
and robbed, is abandoned on the side of the road represents the
condition in which all too many of our brothers and sisters are left
at a time when they most need help. It is no longer easy to
distinguish the assaults on human life and dignity that arise from
natural causes from those caused by injustice and violence. In
fact, increasing levels of inequality and the prevailing interests of
the few now affect every human environment to the extent that it
is difficult to consider any experience as having solely “natural”
causes. All suffering takes place in the context of a “culture” and
its various contradictions.

Here it is especially important to recognize the condition of
loneliness and abandonment. This kind of cruelty can be overcome
more easily than any other injustice, because – as the parable
tells us – it only takes a moment of our attention, of being moved
to compassion within us, in order to eliminate it. Two travellers,
considered pious and religious, see the wounded man, yet fail to
stop. The third passer-by, however, a Samaritan, a scorned
foreigner, is moved with compassion and takes care of that stranger
on the road, treating him as a brother. In doing so, without even
thinking about it, he makes a difference, he makes the world more
fraternal.

Brothers and sisters, we are rarely prepared for illness. Oftentimes,
we fail even to admit that we are getting older. Our vulnerability
frightens us and the pervasive culture of efficiency pushes us to
sweep it under the carpet, leaving no room for our human frailty.
In this way, when evil bursts onto the scene and wounds us, we
are left stunned. Moreover, others might abandon us at such times.
Or, in our own moments of weakness, we may feel that we should
abandon others in order to avoid becoming a burden. This is how
loneliness sets in, and we can become poisoned by a bitter sense
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of injustice, as if God himself had abandoned us. Indeed, we may
find it hard to remain at peace with the Lord when our relationship
with others and with ourselves is damaged. It is crucial, then, even
in the midst of illness, that the whole Church measure herself
against the Gospel example of the Good Samaritan, in order that
she may become a true “field hospital”, for her mission is manifested
in acts of care, particularly in the historical circumstances of our
time. We are all fragile and vulnerable, and need that compassion
which knows how to pause, approach, heal, and raise up. Thus,
the plight of the sick is a call that cuts through indifference and
slows the pace of those who go on their way as if they had no
sisters and brothers.

The World Day of the Sick calls for prayer and closeness towards
those who suffer. Yet it also aims to raise the awareness of God’s
people, healthcare institutions and civil society with regard to a
new way of moving forward together. The above-quoted prophecy
of Ezekiel judges harshly the priorities of those who wield economic,
cultural, and political power over others: “You eat the fat, you clothe
yourselves with the wool, you slaughter the fatlings; but you do not
feed the sheep. You have not strengthened the weak, you have
not healed the sick, you have not bound up the injured, you have
not brought back the strayed, you have not sought the lost, but
with force and harshness you have ruled them” (34:3-4). God’s
word is always illuminating and timely; not only in what it denounces,
but also in what it proposes. Indeed, the conclusion of the parable
of the Good Samaritan suggests how the exercise of fraternity,
which began as a face-to-face encounter, can

be expanded into organized care. The elements of the inn, the
innkeeper, the money and the promise to remain informed of the
situation (cf. Lk 10:34-35) all point to the commitment of healthcare
and social workers, family members and volunteers, through whom
good stands up in the face of evil every day, in every part of the
world.

These past years of the pandemic have increased our sense of
gratitude for those who work each day in the fields of healthcare
and research. Yet it is not enough to emerge from such an immense
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collective tragedy simply by honouring heroes. Covid-19 has
strained the great networks of expertise and solidarity, and has
exposed the structural limits of existing public welfare systems.
Gratitude, then, needs to be matched by actively seeking, in every
country, strategies and resources in order to guarantee each
person’s fundamental right to basic and decent healthcare.

The Samaritan calls the innkeeper to “take care of him” (Lk 10:35).
Jesus addresses the same call to each of us. He exhorts us to “go
and do likewise” (Lk 10:37). As I noted in Fratelli Tutti, “The parable
shows us how a community can be rebuilt by men and women
who identify with the vulnerability of others, who reject the creation
of a society of exclusion, and act instead as neighbours, lifting up
and rehabilitating the fallen for the sake of the common good” (No.
67). Indeed, “we were created for a fulfilment that can only be
found in love. We cannot be indifferent to suffering” (No. 68).

On 11 February 2023, let us turn our thoughts to the Shrine of
Lourdes, a prophetic lesson entrusted to the Church for our modern
times. It is not only what functions well or those who are productive
that matter. Sick people, in fact, are at the centre of God’s people,
and the Church advances together with them as a sign of a humanity
in which everyone is precious and no one should be discarded or
left behind.

To the intercession of Mary, Health of the Sick, I entrust all of you
who are ill; you who care for them in your families, or through your
work, research and volunteer service; and those of you who are
committed to weaving personal, ecclesial, and civic bonds of
fraternity. To all, I impart my heartfelt blessing.

Rome, Saint John Lateran, 10 January 2023

FRANCIS

–––––––––
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1. Annual Catechism Exam-2023: After a long period of
gap of two years, we were very happy to Conduct Annual Catechism
Exam this year on 26th January. The main venue for the exam was
KristuJayanthi School, Maharanipeta where almost all the schools
from the city have sent their qualified students for the exam. We
have also allotted substations for the exam keeping in mind the
distance. The substations for the exam were, Rajahmundry, Bobbili,
Vizianagaram and Steel Plant. More than 300 qualified students
attempted the exam. At this outset I would like to thank all the Parish
priests, Correspondents and Principals of various Catholic Schools,
Catechism Teachers and parents. I also specially thank Catholic
Teachers Guild for setting the exam papers for various classes. In
a special way I thank the executive committee headed by
Mr.Rayappa Reddy Sir and Francis Master for their selfless service.

PPPPPASTORAL CENTREASTORAL CENTREASTORAL CENTREASTORAL CENTREASTORAL CENTRE
News
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2. Jyothirmai Bible Exhibition– 2023: We have conducted
Bible Exhibition to celebrate Jyothirmai Sunday.  It was indeed a
great achievement by the grace of God with the help of Catholic
Teachers Guild. We never expected that it would be so successful.
The Salvation History was divided into different themes, given to
each school and there were 28 schools which participated in this
Mega Event. His Grace Dr.MallavarapuPrakash, the Archbishop of
Visakhapatnam inaugurated the programme with a prayer and by
cutting the ribbon. He also visited all the classrooms, in spite of his
health condition and busy schedule, to see the exhibition put up by
various schools and appreciated their effort and gave away the
participation mementos. The pious associations too have put up
presentations about their origin and mission. There was also food
fest conducted by the youth of various parishes. The programme
ended up the Holy Mass celebrated by His Grace who celebrated
His Birthday on that day. Rev. Fr. Ratnakumar who is the backbone
of this programme has done a stupendous job in bringing together
all the schools, in arranging the classrooms and stalls for the food
fest and everything was very orderly because of his foresighted
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planning. We are sure people will remember this Event for a very long
time as with the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, the organisers could
think of apt themes and the participants put up such a fantastic show.
We also thank Sr. Prasanthi who hosted this event in their Jubilee
School and making all the arrangements. Here is the list of winners
of the Exhibition winning mementos and cash prizes (1st Prize –
8000/-, second prize – 4000/-, third prize – 3000/- , and three
consolation prizes – 1000/- each).

1st prize (MARKS: 112)
CREATION STORY,
A.K.M Jubilee School (Gnanapuram)

2nd prize (MARKS: 110 & 1/2)
GOD’S PRESENCE IN THE PILLAR OF FIRE AND OF CLOUD,
St. Aloysius School (Old Post Office)

3rd prize - (MARKS: 110)
TOWER OF BABEL,
Nirnala E.M School (Vadlapudi)
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1st Consolation prize - (MARKS: 103 & 1/2)
LIFE OF JONAH,
St. Joseph’s Girls High School (Gnanapuram)

2nd Consolation prize - (MARKS: 101 & 1/2)
ADAM’S FALL,
Kristu Jayanthi E.M School (Maharanipeta)

3rd Consolation prize - (MARKS: 101)
GOLDEN CALF,
Kotak Selasian School (ChinnaWaltair)

3. Jyothirmai Bible Exam 2022 winners at Diocese Level:
We are happy to announce the winners of Jyothirmai Bible Exam
2022 Diocese level winners. This time we have done the evaluation
at bullet speed considering the past remarks that we are very slow
in giving the results. We have also dispatched the marks list within a
day or two of the submission of papers. We have also dispatched
certificates of Parish level winners. Now we are announcing the
diocese level winners. Here is the list below.

JYOTHIRMAI BIBLE EXAM -2022 DIOCESE LEVEL WINNERS LIST
Sl. NAME MARKS CATGE- PARISH RANK
N O  ORY
1 CH.ABHIRAM 96 1 MAHARANIPETA 1ST
2 S.SRUJANA 96 1 GNANAPURAM 1ST
3 UBA ANANYA 93 1 PITAPURAM 2ND
4 Y. TRISHIKA 93 1 GNANAPURAM 2ND
5 K. KARTHIK 93 1 GNANAPURAM 2ND
6 G. RESHMA 93 1 GNANAPURAM 2ND
7 P. SNIGDHA 92 1 GNANAPURAM 3RD

 
1 R. JAY RAJU 97 2 GNANAPURAM 1ST
2 Y. AJAY 95 2 UTTRAVALLI 2ND
3 Y. ARAVIND 95 2 UTTRAVALLI 2ND
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4 Y. PRIYANKA 94 2 UTTRAVALLI 3RD
5 Y. SYSHMANTH 94 2 UTTRAVALLI 3RD

 
1 ANGEL XAVIER 99 3 KAKINADA - 2 1ST
2 THOTA PALLAVI 99 3 VENGAPURAM 1ST
3 THOTA PAVITHRA 99 3 VENGAPURAM 1ST
4 Y. KISHORE 98 3 BADANGI 2ND
5 G. NIRMALA RAJU 97 3 MARRIVEEDU 3RD
6 MULAGADA RISHI 97 3 MARRIVEEDU 3RD
7 K. MAHESH 97 3 MARRIVEEDU 3RD
8 G. BABY 97 3 MARRIVEEDU 3RD
9 P. SUJATHA 97 3 VENGAPURAM 3RD

 
1 P. PREM KUMAR 100 4 PITAPURAM 1ST
2 N. RANI 99 4 PITAPURAM 2ND
3 K. VIJAYA KUMARI 99 4 PITAPURAM 2ND
4 M. KIRAN KUMAR 99 4 PITAPURAM 2ND
5 N. SARASWATHI 99 4 PITAPURAM 2ND
6 B. VANAJAKSHI 98 4  SALURU - 24 3RD
7 L.CH. SEKHAR 98 4 VENGAPURAM 3RD
8 YAMALA SUJATHA 98 4 VENGAPURAM 3RD

Sl. NAME MARKS CATGE- PARISH RANK
N O  ORY

Dear Fathers, brothers and Sisters,
to contact Adoration Monastery Sisters

on the Rakshanagiri please dial to
this Cell No.  8500287955
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First ProFession Ceremony -2023
sisters oF st. JosePh oF AnneCy

VisAKhAPAtnAm ProVinCe

January 5th, 2023 dawned announcing the good news that eight of
our dear Novices are ready to pronounce their “Fiat” to the Lord.

A wave of festive mood lingered every nook and corner of the
house on 5th January 2023. The Church was adorned with fresh
flowers and dainty decorations.  Relatives of the Newly Professed,
Rev. Fathers and Sisters, friends and well wishers strolled in big
numbers to join in the celebrations.

Eucharistic celebration began at 11.am. 29 Priests were present
at the altar. The main celebrant was Rev Fr. K.T. Jose SDB who
directed retreat for the Novices’ also preached the Homily.  Taking
the example of the clean water, he exhorted them to live their
commitment to the full unaffected by the attractions and
temptations that the world is offering.

Rev. Sr. Rose the Provincial Superior received the Vows and
welcomed them into the family of St. Joseph. The choir was led
by Sr. BalaJoicy and her team from St. Joseph’s Hospital
community. The liturgy was made very creative, prayerful and
meaningful. The Newly Professed offered symbolic offerings to
the Lord. Everyone partook of the AGAPE thereafter.

Sr. Mariaratnam, Sr. Anjeli,
Sr. Premlatha, Sr. Ankitha,
Sr. Supriya, Sr. Bilasini,
Sr. Sweta Nirupama and
Sr. Manasa
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Newly Elected Provincial & Team of St. Ann Luzern
And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who
love Him, who have been called according to His purpose. (Rom 8:28)

The dawn of the New Year 2023 marks a milestone for the
Sisters of St. Ann Luzern Visakhapatnam Province, as the
New Provincial Team assumes the responsibility of the Province.
SAL Visakhapatnam celebrated the VI Provincial Chapter from 14th

21 January 2023. With the prayers and blessings of many priests,
religious, bishops, well - wishers and benefactors the Chapter went
successfully well. It was a time of grace and blessings.

The new team was elected on 17th of January during the Chapter,
under the leadership of the Superior General Sr. Elizabeth
Antony. We gladly declare the result of the Chapter here below:-

Sr. Sandrina – The Provincial Superior
The 4 Councilors:
1. Sr. Prema Jose 3.  Sr. Anita Marki
2. Sr. Mary Angel 4.  Sr. Regi Thomas

In the thanksgiving Eucharistic celebration, large number of sisters
gathered to implore God’s blessings on the New Team and
assure them cooperation and whole hearted support during their
tenure of service. A short felicitation was held to celebrate the
occasion.

“I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me”
(Phil4:13). Standing on the promises of the Lord, the New Team
have surrendered to the will of God and have accepted their
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Conference of Catholic Bishops of India

XXXIV PLENARY ASSEMBLY
THEME: ‘Telling the Story of Jesus in our Context:

The Synodal Way”
January 24-30, 2023, St. John’s National Academy of

Health Sciences, Bengaluru.

MESSAGE

We, the members of the Conference of Catholic Bishops of India
(CCBI), came together for the 34th Plenary Assembly from 24 to 30
January 2023, at St. John’s National Academy of Health Sciences,
Bengaluru. We prayed, reflected on and discussed the theme:
‘Telling the Story of Jesus in our Context: The Synodal Way.’

The Church, as the People of God, is the icon of the Holy Trinity,
called to live in communion of love by participating in the one
mission which emanates from the Triune God.  The Apostle John
testifies: “That which was from the beginning, which we have
heard, which we have seen with our eyes, which we looked upon
and have touched with our hands, concerning the word of life ...
we have seen it, and testify to it and proclaim to you the eternal
life …” (1 John 1:1-2). This calls for a personal encounter with
our Lord Jesus Christ, which itself urges us to live and joyfully

call, as leaders of the Province. We bless the Lord, who offers
this new opportunity pointing to many new possibilities “I have
placed before you an open door, which no one is able to
shut. I know you have very little strength. Yet you keep my
word and you have not denied my name” (Rev 3: 7-8).

We congratulate the new team and wish all the very best to
journey with the Lord in fulfilling God’s will as they shoulder this
great responsibility in the Spirit of our Founder Fr.Wilhelm Meyer
and with the blessings of our Patroness St.Ann. We do place on
record our sincere thanks to the outgoing team for their
commitment and dedication in completing their term successfully
and gracefully. May they be blessed by God in all they do!
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share the Good News in our context. Christ commissioned his
Apostles: “Go into all the world and proclaim the gospel to the
whole creation” (Mark 16:15). The Church continues this mission,
living it by her words and deeds. This Good News is Jesus Christ
himself, in whom God’s love in all its fullness is manifested to the
whole of humanity. The Church, in the midst of her ups and downs,
lights and shadows, successes and struggles, has striven to be
faithful in bearing witness to this love of God in our beloved
Motherland.

Down the centuries, millions have been attracted to the person of
Jesus Christ and his salvific message and have become his
followers. Through them the story of Jesus is told and retold,
fulfilling what the Church has been proclaiming from the very
beginning: “Truly I understand that God shows no partiality, but in
every nation anyone who fears him and does what is right is
acceptable to him” (Acts 10:34-35).

This love of God is lived and experienced first and foremost in the
family, where the story of Jesus is recounted by grandparents and
parents to their children in various ways, by reading Bible stories,
praying together and participating in popular devotions. The faith
life is further nourished and sustained in the larger family of the
parish, where the celebration of the Holy Eucharist occupies the
central place. The proclamation and the breaking of the word play
an essential and prominent role in all the liturgical celebrations.
The Holy Eucharist is the sacrament in which the community is
being transformed into the body of Christ, where “There is neither
Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, there is no male
and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus” (Galatians 3:28).

The story of Jesus is read, lived and shared in a dynamic manner
and in a synodal way in the Basic Ecclesial Communities (BEC).
The Gospel sharing in the BECs (also known as SCCs/BCCs)
strengthens the bonds of communion and leads the members to
bear witness in society.

Witnessing to the love of Christ, the Church in India has substantially
contributed to nation-building, especially through her engagement
in the fields of education, healthcare and social uplift. Standing
firm on the teachings of Christ, the Church has always upheld the
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dignity of the human person, stood for a just society, promoted
peace and harmony and cared for the weak, the suffering and the
deprived sections of society.

From the very beginning, ordained ministers, along with women
and men in consecrated life and ably supported by catechists,
have been serving their communities both within and outside the
Church, through committed pastoral care. The participatory bodies
and lay associations foster communion and involvement of the
members of the body of Christ in the mission of the Church.

The Catholic Church in India recognises the changing circumstances
and growing challenges she has to face, but has never ceased to
tell the story of Jesus. A few challenges have been identified:

• Changing social conditions and the excessive use of social
media, mobiles and internet have placed enormous pressure
on the harmonious life of families.

• Addictions to drugs, alcohol and pornography are ruining the
lives of many young adults, causing disruptions within families
and in society.

• Poverty and inhuman living conditions deprive a substantial
part of our population of equitable opportunity and dignity of
life, creating uncertainties about their future.

• Massive displacement of peoples, loss of land and fishing rights
in the name of industrial and corporate development result in
forced migration, dispossession, loss of livelihood and further
marginalisation.

• Greed and consumeristic life styles are eroding the life of faith
and centrality of prayer.

• Some civil legislations and policies often seriously hamper
pastoral engagements of the Church in India.

• Misuse of anti-conversion laws in some States and false
propaganda about ‘forced conversions’ are discouraging and
hindering the life and service of the Christian community. This
calls into question the Constitutional rights of the minorities.

• The growing culture of intolerance, hatred and even violent
attacks on Christians in some quarters is a matter of grave
concern to Christians in India.
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In the present context, the story of Jesus needs to be told even
more courageously, creatively and authentically, considering that
the Good News is to be proclaimed in season and out of season
(cf. 2 Timothy 4:2). Assured by the words of Jesus: “I have said
these things to you, that in me you may have peace. In the world
you will have tribulation. But take heart; I have overcome the
world” (John 16:33), we continue to tell the story of Jesus, by the
power of the Holy Spirit, that God loves everyone unconditionally.

Following the SynodalWay, let us:
• Accompany youth and families so that faith is deepened, family

prayer is nurtured, and the bonds of communion are
strengthened; also, foster respect for life from the moment of
conception to natural death.

• As grandparents, parents and elders, continue to transmit the
story of Jesus to the younger generations.

• As pastors and consecrated persons, take more seriously our
responsibility to care for families, individuals and all to whom
we are sent.

• Promote, foster and sustain BECs in all our parishes.

• Utilize the occasion of celebrations of the Eucharist and
Sacraments to catechize and tell the story of Jesus in a
meaningful way so that the people may experience the Lord
in their lives.

• Stand in solidarity with those affected by persecution,
displacement, discrimination and marginalization.

• Make it our mission to protect and preserve mother earth
(which Pope Francis has described as our ‘common home’ in
Laudato Si), by employing all means at our disposal to promote
eco-friendly lifestyles at all levels.

• Basing ourselves on the shared faith of all Christians, shun all
fundamentalism and unitedly tell the story of love, justice and
human fraternity.

• Join all our brothers and sisters, irrespective of caste, creed
and language, to continue building our Nation, based on our
Constitutional values in which justice, liberty, equality and
fraternity reign supreme.
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Many Many Happy Returns of the Day &  Happy Feast
 To you, Dear Fathers

The Days To Remember

F
E
B
R
U
A
R
Y

Fr. AnandaraoJalumuru 1 Birthday

Fr. Jaya RajuDondaparthi 2 Birthday

Fr. Jaya RajuKona 3 Birthday

Fr. LourdaiahMarneni 11 Feast day

Fr. VadlapatiMariadas 12 Birthday

Fr. Peter SebastianPalakunnel 16 Birthday

• Make efforts to uphold the secular ethos of our Nation with a
preferential option for the deprived sections of our society, to
ensure the integral development of all.

As we journey towards the celebration of the Synod in 2023-2024
and look forward to the Jubilee Year 2025, may all our efforts
help us to be credible witnesses of Jesus Christ, while we continue
joyfully to share his story.

On the occasion of the 74th Republic Day of our Nation, we pray
for God’s abundant blessings on our Motherland India. May Mary,
our blessed Mother, who received, treasured and shared the Word,
never cease to intercede for all her children.

Given on Monday, 30 January 2023, the anniversary of the
martyrdom of Mahatma Gandhi – National Peace Day.

His Eminence
Filipe Neri Cardinal Ferrão

President, CCBI and Archbishop of Goa and Daman
Most Rev. George Antonysamy Most Rev. Anil Joseph Thomas Couto
Vice President, CCBI and Secretary General, CCBI and
Archbishop of Madras-Mylapore Archbishop of Delhi
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POPE FRANCIS

GENERAL AUDIENCE
Saint Peter’s Square

Wednesday, 23 November 2022

Catechesis on Discernment. 9. Consolation

Dear brothers and sisters, good morning!

Let us continue the catechesis on discernment of spirit: how to
discern what takes place in our heart and in our soul. After having
considered several aspects of desolation - that darkness of the soul
- today we will talk about consolation - which is the light of the soul
and another important element in discernment that should not be
taken for granted, because it can lend itself to misunderstandings.
We have to understand what consolation is, just as we tried to
understand well what desolation is.

What is spiritual consolation? It is an experience of interior joy, that
lets [us] see God’s presence in all things. It strengthens faith and
hope, and even the ability to do good. The person who experiences
consolation never gives up in the face of difficulties because he or
she always experiences a peace that is stronger than the trial. It is,
therefore, a tremendous gift for spiritual life and for life in general…
and to live this interior joy.

Consolation is an interior movement that touches our depths. It is
not flashy but soft, delicate, like a drop of water on a sponge (cf. St.
Ignatius of Loyola, Spiritual Exercises, 335). The person feels
enveloped in God’s presence in a way that always respects his or
her own freedom. It is never something out of tune that tries to
force our will; neither is it a passing euphoria. On the contrary, as
we have seen, even suffering - caused for example by our own sins
- can become a reason for consolation.

Let us think about Saint Augustine’s experience, when he spoke
with his mother Monica about the beauty of eternal life, or of Saint
Francis’ perfect joy, which moreover, was associated with very
difficult situations he had to bear; and let us think of the many saints
who were able to do great things not because they thought they
were good or capable, but because they had been won over by the
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peaceful sweetness of God’s love. It is the same peace that Saint
Ignatius was amazed to discover in himself, when he read about
the lives of saints. To be consoled is to be at peace with God, to feel
that everything is settled in peace, everything is in harmony within
us. This is the peace that Edith Stein felt after her conversion. A
year after she received Baptism, she wrote - this is what Edith Stein
says: “As I abandon myself to this feeling, little by little a new life
begins to fill me and - without any pressure on my will - to drive me
toward new realizations. This living inpouring seems to spring from
an activity and a strength that is not mine and which, without doing
me any violence, becomes active in me” (cf. Philosophy of
psychology and the humanities, ics Publications: 2000). Thus,
genuine peace is one that makes good feelings blossom in us.

Above all, consolation affects hope, and reaches out towards the
future, puts us on a journey, allows us to take the initiatives that until
then, had always been postponed or not even imagined, such as
Baptism was for Edith Stein.

Consolation is that type of peace, but not one in which we remain
sitting there enjoying it, no…. It gives you peace and draws you
toward the Lord and sets you off on a journey to do things, to do
good things. In a moment of consolation, when we are consoled,
we want to do so much good, always. Instead, when there is a
moment of desolation, we feel like closing in on ourselves and doing
nothing. Consolation spurs us forward in service to others, society,
other people.

Spiritual consolation cannot be “piloted” - you cannot say “now may
consolation come” - no, it cannot be “piloted”. It cannot be
programmed at will. It is a gift of the Holy Spirit. It allows a familiarity
with God that seems to cancel distances. When Saint Thérèse of
the Child Jesus visited the Basilica of the Holy Cross in Jerusalem
in Rome at the age of 14, she tried to touch the nail venerated there,
one of the nails with which Jesus was crucified. Thérèse understood
her daring as a transport of love and confidence. Later, she wrote, “I
truly was too audacious. But the Lord sees the depths of our hearts.
He knows my intention was pure […] I acted with him as a child who
believes everything is permissible and who considers the Father’s
treasures their own” (Autobiographical Manuscript, 183). Consolation
is spontaneous and leads you to do everything spontaneously, as if
we were children. Children are spontaneous, and consolation leads
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you to be spontaneous with a tenderness, with a very deep peace.
A 14-year-old girl gives us a splendid description of spiritual
consolation. We can feel a sense of tenderness towards God that
makes us audacious in our desire to participate in his own life, to
do what is pleasing to him because we feel familiar with him, we
feel that his house is our house, we feel welcome, loved, restored.
With this consolation, we do not give up in the face of difficulty - in
fact, with the same boldness, Thérèse would ask the Pope for
permission to enter Carmel even though she was too young, and
her wish was granted. What does this mean? It means that
consolation makes us daring. When we find ourselves in a moment
of darkness, of desolation, and we think: “I am not capable of doing
this”. Desolation brings you down. It makes you see everything as
dark…. “No, I cannot do this, I will not do it”. Instead, in times of
consolation, you see the same things in a different way and say:
“No, I am going ahead. I will do it”. “But are you sure?” “I feel God’s
strength and I am going ahead”. And so, consolation spurs you to
go ahead and to do those things that you would not be capable of
doing in a moment of desolation. It spurs you to take the first step.
This is the beauty of consolation.

But let us be careful. We have to distinguish well between the
consolation that comes from God and false consolations. Something
similar happens in spiritual life that also happens in human
productions: there are originals and there are imitations. If authentic
consolation is like a drop on a sponge - it is soft and intimate - its
imitations are noisier and flashier. They are pure enthusiasm, like
straw fires, lacking substance, leading us to close in on ourselves
and not to take care of others. In the end, false consolation leaves
us empty, far from the centre of our existence. This is why, when
we feel happy, at peace, we are capable of doing anything. But let
us not confuse this peace with passing enthusiasm because there
is enthusiasm today, but then it wanes and is no more.

This is why we have to discern even when we feel consoled because
false consolation can become a danger if we seek it obsessively as
an end in itself, forgetting the Lord. As Saint Bernard would say, we
seek the consolation of God rather than the God of consolations.
We have to seek the Lord, and the Lord consoles us with his
presence. He makes us move forward. And we should not seek
God because he brings us consolations, with that as an underlying
motive. No, this is not right. We should not be interested in this.
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This is the dynamic of the child of whom we spoke last time, who
looks for his or her parents only to get something, but not for their
sake; out of their own interests. They go by interest. “Dad, Mom” -
children know how to do this, they know how to play, and when the
family is divided, and they are accustomed to going to one and
going to the other, this is not good, this is not consolation, but
personal interest. We too run the risk of living our relationship with
God in a childish way, seeking our own interests, trying to reduce
God to an object that we use and consume, losing the most beautiful
gift which is God Himself. So, let us move forward in our life which
progresses between the consolations from God and the desolations
from the sin of the world, but knowing how to distinguish when it is
a consolation from God, which brings peace to the depths of your
soul, and when it is a passing enthusiasm, which is not bad, but
which is not a consolation from God.

--------------

Wednesday, 30 November 2022

Catechesis on Discernment. 10. The true consolation

Dear brothers and sisters, good morning!

As we continue our reflection on discernment, and in particular on
the spiritual experience called “consolation”, which we spoke about
last Wednesday, we ask ourselves: how can we recognize true
consolation? It is a very important question for good discernment,
so as not to be deceived in the search for our true good.

We can find some criteria in a passage from Saint Ignatius of
Loyola’s Spiritual Exercises: “We ought to note well the course of
the thoughts”, says Saint Ignatius, “and if the beginning, middle
and end is all good, inclined to all good, it is a sign of the good
Angel; but if in the course of the thoughts which he brings it ends in
something bad, of a distracting tendency, or less good than what
the soul had previously proposed to do, or if it weakens it or disquiets
or disturbs the soul, taking away its peace, tranquillity and quiet,
which it had before, it is a clear sign that it proceeds from the evil
spirit, enemy of our profit and eternal salvation” (n. 333). Because
it is true: there is true consolation, but there are also consolations
that are not true. And therefore, we need to understand well the
process of consolation: how does it come and where does it lead
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me? If it leads me to something wrong, that is not good, the consolation
is not true, it is “fake”, let’s say.

And these are valuable indications that merit a brief comment. What
does it mean that the beginning is inclined to good, as Saint Ignatius
says of good consolation? For example, I have the thought of
praying, and I note that it accompanies affection towards the Lord
and neighbour, it invites gestures of generosity, of charity: it is a
good beginning. It can instead happen that such a thought emerges
to avoid a job or a task that has been entrusted to me: every time I
have to wash the dishes or clean the house, I have a strong urge to
pray! This happens, in convents. But prayer is not an escape from
one’s tasks. On the contrary, it is an aid in accomplishing the good
we are required to do, here and now. This regards the beginning.

Then there is the middle: Saint Ignatius said that the beginning, the
middle and the end have to be good. The beginning is this: I want
to pray so as not to wash the dishes: go, wash the dishes, and then
go pray. Then there is the middle: that is to say what comes
afterwards, what follows that thought. Remaining with the previous
example, if I begin to pray and, like the Pharisee in the parable (cf.
Lk 18:9-14), I tend to be self-satisfied and to disdain others, perhaps
with a resentful and sour spirit, then these are signs that the evil
spirit has used that thought as a key to enter into my heart and to
transmit his feelings to me. If I go to pray, and the same thing comes
to mind as what came to the famous Pharisee — “Thank you Lord,
because I pray, I am not like other people who do not seek you,
who do not pray” — that prayer ends badly there. That consolation
of praying is to feel like a peacock in front of God. And this is the
middle that is no good.

And then there is the end: the beginning, the middle and the end.
The end is an aspect we have already encountered, namely: where
does a thought take me? For example, where does the thought of
prayer take me? For instance, it can happen that I work hard for a
good and worthy task, but this pushes me to stop praying, because
I am busy with many things; I find I am increasingly aggressive and
angry, I feel that everything depends on me, to the point of losing
confidence in God. Here, evidently, there is the action of the evil
spirit. I start praying, but then in prayer I feel omnipotent, that
everything must be in my hands because I am the only one who
knows how to get things done: evidently there is no good spirit
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there. We have to examine well the path of our sentiments, and the
path of good sentiments, of consolation, at the moment in which we
want to do something; at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end.

The style of the enemy — when we speak about the enemy, we are
speaking about the devil, because the devil exists, he is there! —
his style, we know — is to present himself in a devious, masked
way: he starts from what is most dear to us and then, little by little,
reels us in: evil enters secretly, without the person being aware of it.
And with time, gentleness becomes hardness. That thought reveals
itself for what it truly is.

Hence the importance of this patient but indispensable examination
of the origin and the truth of our thoughts; it is an invitation to learn
from experiences, from what happens to us, so as not to continue to
repeat the same errors. The more we know ourselves, the more we
can sense where the evil spirit enters from, his “passwords”, the
entrance to our heart, which are the points to which we are most
sensitive, so as to pay attention to them in the future. Each one of
us has their more sensitive spots, the weakest spots in their
personality: and the evil spirit enters from there, and leads us down
the wrong path, or takes us away from the true, right path. I go and
pray but he leads me away from my prayer.

The examples could be multiplied at will, reflecting on our days.
This is why a daily examination of conscience is so important: before
ending the day, stop a moment. What happened? Not in the
newspapers, not in life: what happened in my heart? Was my heart
attentive? Did it grow? Did it go through everything unaware? What
happened in my heart? And this examination is important, it is the
valuable effort of rereading experience from a particular point of view.
Noticing what happens is important, it is a sign that God’s grace is
working in us, helping us to grow in freedom and awareness. We
are not alone: the Holy Spirit is with us. Let us see how things went.

Genuine consolation is a sort of confirmation that we are doing what
God wants of us, that we are walking on his paths, that is, on the
paths of life, joy, and peace. Discernment, in fact, is not simply about
what is good or the greatest possible good, but about what is good
for me here and now: this is what I am called to grow on, setting
limits to other proposals, attractive but unreal, so as not to be
deceived in the search for the true good.
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Brothers and sisters, we have to understand, to go ahead in
understanding what happens in my heart. And in order to do so, an
examination of conscience is necessary, to see what happened
today. “Today I got angry, I didn’t do that…”: But why? Going beyond
the “why” to look for the root of these mistakes. “But, today I was
happy but I was bored because I had to help those people, but at the
end I felt fulfilled by that help” - and there is the Holy Spirit. Learning
to read what happened during the day in the book of our heart. Do it:
it will take just two minutes, but it will do you good, I assure you.

---------------

Wednesday, 7 December 2022

Catechesis on Discernment. 11. The confirmation of the good choice
Dear brothers and sisters, good morning!

In the process of discernment, it is important to also remain attentive
to the stage that immediately follows the decision taken, in order to
either catch the signs that confirm it or those that disprove it. I have
to make a decision, [so] I make the discernment, pro or con, my
feelings, I pray... then this process ends and I make the decision
and then comes that part where we have to be careful and see.
Because in life some decisions are not good and there are signs
that disprove them, while on the other hand, good ones are confirmed.

Indeed, we have seen how time is a fundamental criterion for
recognizing God’s voice amidst so many other voices. He alone is
Lord of time: it is a hallmark of his originality, which differentiates
him from imitations that speak in his name without actually doing
so. One of the distinctive signs of the good spirit is the fact that it
communicates a peace that lasts in time. If you consider more
profoundly, then make the decision and this gives you a peace that
lasts through time, this is a good sign and indicates that the path
was good. A peace that brings harmony, unity, fervour, zeal. You
come out of the in depth process better than when you entered it.

For example, if I make the decision to devote an extra half hour to
prayer, and then I find that I live the other moments of the day better,
that I am more serene, less anxious, I do my work with more care
and zest, and even relations with some difficult people become
smoother... These are all important signs in favour of the goodness
of the decision taken. Spiritual life is circular: the goodness of a
choice benefits all areas of our lives. For it is participation in God’s
creativity.
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We can recognize some important aspects that help us read the
time after the decision as a possible confirmation of its goodness,
because the subsequent period confirms the goodness of the
decision. In some ways we have already encountered these
important aspects in the course of these catecheses but now they
find their further application.

A first aspect is whether the decision is seen as a possible sign of
response to the Lord’s love and generosity toward me. It is not born
out of fear, not born of emotional blackmail or compulsion, but born
out of gratitude for the good received, which moves the heart to live
generously in relationship with the Lord.

Another important element is having a sense of one’s place in life
— that tranquillity, “I am in my place” — and feeling that you are part
of a larger plan, to which one wishes to make a contribution. In
Saint Peter’s Square there are two precise points — the focal points
of the ellipse — from which one can see Bernini’s columns perfectly
aligned. Similarly, a man can recognize that he has found what he
is looking for when his day becomes more orderly, when he feels a
growing integration among his many interests, when he establishes
a proper hierarchy of importance, and when he is able to experience
this with ease, facing the difficulties that arise with renewed energy
and fortitude. These are signs that you have made a good decision.

Another good sign of confirmation, for example, is the fact of
remaining free with regard to what has been decided, being willing
to question it, even to give it up in the face of possible denials,
trying to find in them a possible teaching from the Lord. This is not
because he wants to deprive us of what we hold dear, but in order
to live it with freedom, without attachment. Only God knows what is
truly good for us. Possessiveness is the enemy of goodness and
kills affection. Be attentive to this: possessiveness is the enemy of
good, it kills affection. The many cases of violence in the domestic
sphere, of which we unfortunately have frequent news, almost
always arise from the claim of possessing the affection of the other,
from the search for absolute security that kills freedom and stifles
life, making it hell.

We can only love in freedom, which is why the Lord created us free,
free even to say no to him. Offering him what we hold most dear is
in our best interest, enabling us to live it in the best possible way
and in truth, as a gift he has given us, as a sign of his gratuitous
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goodness, knowing that our lives, as well as the whole of history,
are in his benevolent hands. It is what the Bible calls the fear of
God, that is, respect for God — not that God frightens me, no, but a
respect, an indispensable condition for accepting the gift of Wisdom
(cf. Sir 1:1-18). It is the fear that casts out all other fears, because it
is oriented to he who is Lord of all things. In his presence, nothing
can disquiet us.

It is the wondrous experience of Saint Paul, which he expressed in
this way: “I know how to be abased, and I know how to abound; in
any and all circumstances I have learned the secret of facing plenty
and hunger, abundance and want. I can do all things in him who
strengthens me” (Phil. 4:12-13). This is the free man, who blesses
the Lord both when good things come and when not-so-good things
come: May he be blessed, and let us go forward!

Recognizing this is critical to good decision-making, and it reassures
us about what we cannot control or predict: health, the future, loved
ones, our plans. What matters is that our trust is placed in the Lord
of the universe, who loves us immensely and knows that we can
build with him something wonderful, something eternal. The lives of
the saints show us this in the most beautiful way. Let us go forward,
always trying to make decisions in this way, in prayer and feeling
what’s going on in our hearts, and going forward slowly. Take courage!

Hearty  Congratulations to
NEWLY ORDAINED PRIEST

    Deacon Morcha Yesudas, SDB was
ordained as a Priest on 19th January, 2023 at
Koduru Matha Shrine by His Excellency Most.
Rev. Rayarala Vijay Kumar, PIME, Bishop of
Srikakulam. We extend our heartfelt congratula-

tions and we pray that God may grant him
grace and strength as he begins

his new ministry.
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neCroLoGy
“Eternal Rest grant to them, O, Lord;
Let perpetual light shine upon them.

01-02-1969 Fr. BethaMariadas, 65 years, died at Vizag
02-02-1929 Bro. Emile Maillard, 50 years, died at Vizag
07-02-1989 Fr. Crispin D'Souza, 99 years, died at Vizag
07-02-2022 Fr. Jacob Karachira, 81 years, died at St. Joseph's Hospital, Vizag
08-02-1903 Fr. Patrick Wall, 65 years, died at Nagpur
11-02-1991 Fr. Francis Hamilton, 77 years, died at Yeovil, England
12-02-1969 Fr. Regis Maniouloux, 82 years, died at Vizag
15-02-1888 Fr. Jean Thevenet, 70 years, died at Kamptee
15-02-1916 Fr. Francois Sage, 49 years, died at Vizag
15-02-2022 Fr. KaranamJojibabu, 84 years,died at

St. Joseph's Hospital, Vizag
16-02-2015 Fr. Joseph George Cheriankunnel, 89 years, died at R.V. Nagar, Vizag
18-02-1986 Bro. InnaiahGali, 76 years, died at Vizag
19-02-1937 Fr. Anselme Rey, 83 years, died at Vizag
20-02-1952 Bro. EugueneDebons, 85 years, died at Bhimili
21-02-1987 Bro. Joseph Sebastian Devaraj, 77 years, died at Vizag
25-02-1952 Fr. Alexis Marrolliat, 73 years, died at Bhimili
25-02-1953 Fr. Peter Francis Andrade, 52 years, died at Vijayawada
26.02.2018 Archbishop K. Mariadas Emeritus, 84years, died at Vizag.
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